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REVELWOOD TO JOIN BLACKLINE GLOBAL SOLUTION PROVIDER PARTNER PROGRAM TO DELIVER 

INDUSTRY-LEADING ACCOUNTING AUTOMATION SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS 

Revelwood, BlackLine to Help Midsize Companies Transform their 

Finance & Accounting Operations into True Modern Finance Organizations 

FLORHAM PARK, NJ, JULY 13, 2021—Revelwood, a consultancy that helps finance and accounting (F&A) 

organizations close, consolidate, plan, monitor and analyze business performance, has announced it is 

joining BlackLine’s global Solution Provider Partner Program to meet increasing demand from its 

customers for accounting automation software solutions. Together, Revelwood and BlackLine will help 

midsized companies in all industries transform their existing F&A departments into true modern F&A 

organizations. 

With intensifying global competitive pressures, a rapidly changing regulatory landscape, the growing 

complexity of financial processes and heightened demand for clear visibility into balance sheet data, 

F&A departments must reconcile an increasingly vast amount of data. While enterprise resource 

planning (ERP) and business intelligence (BI) systems collect, track and analyze business data, they do 

not automate account reconciliations and other critical F&A processes. BlackLine’s platform arms 

companies like Revelwood with a solution that replaces manual spreadsheet-based processes and helps 

improve data accuracy, visibility and control.  

 “The team at Revelwood has more than 25 years of experience helping transform the Office of Finance 

to better manage business performance,” said Ken Wolf, CEO, Revelwood. “We are excited to partner 

with BlackLine to further enhance our best-of-breed solutions portfolio by helping clients automate and 

streamline their financial close.”  

BlackLine is being used globally in accounting, finance and compliance departments in midsize 

companies, as well as many of the world’s largest organizations.    

“Revelwood has seasoned consultants and experts in the Office of Finance who offer strategic guidance, 

deep technical skills and relevant expertise that extends our reach significantly and enables a much 

more rapid deployment of the BlackLine solution,” said Jess Tan, regional vice president, Software Cloud 

Alliances and Solution Provider Channel at BlackLine. “By adding BlackLine to Revelwood’s best-of-breed 

partner portfolio, Revelwood clients get a solution that we believe will deliver visible ROI. We look 

forward to a very collaborative go-to-market approach with Revelwood.” 

For more information, visit https://revelwood.com/what-we-do/blackline/. 
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About Revelwood 

Revelwood helps finance organizations close, consolidate, plan, monitor and analyze business 

performance. As experts in solutions for the Office of Finance, we partner with best-in-breed software 

companies by applying best practice guidance and our pre-configured applications to help businesses 

achieve their full potential. Visit www.revelwood.com to learn more.  
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